The purpose of this paper is to show two associated results: (I) that there exists a nonhomeomorphic monotone interior mapping of the plane onto itself(1) and (II) that there exists a monotone interior dimension-raising mapping of a one-dimensional continuous curve in the plane onto the plane. These results will henceforth be referred to as I and II respectively.
The purpose of this paper is to show two associated results: (I) that there exists a nonhomeomorphic monotone interior mapping of the plane onto itself(1) and (II) that there exists a monotone interior dimension-raising mapping of a one-dimensional continuous curve in the plane onto the plane. These results will henceforth be referred to as I and II respectively.
In 1929, Roberts [l] showed that there exists an upper semi-continuous collection of mutually exclusive nondegenerate compact continua (no one of which separates the plane) filling up the plane and, in 1936, he [2] showed that there exists an upper semi-continuous collection of mutually exclusive nondegenerate compact continuous curves (no one of which separates the plane) filling up the plane but there does not exist an upper semi-continuous collection of mutually exclusive arcs filling up the plane. The collections of continua described are not lower semi-continuous.
It follows from a result of Moise [3] that if G is an upper semi-continuous and lower semi-continuous collection of mutually exclusive compact continua filling up the plane, there is no arc in G regarded as space with the property that every element of G on the arc is itself an arc in the original space.
In 1937, Kolmogoroff [4] showed that there exists an interior mapping of a one-dimensional continuum onto a two-dimensional continuum and in 1947 Kazdan [5] showed that there exists an interior mapping of a one-dimensional continuous curve onto a 2-cell. Neither of these mappings were monotone.
Presented to the Society, September 1, 1949 and December 27, 1949 ; received by the editors March 4, 1950. P) In 1949 Rozanskaya [8] published a statement without a detailed proof to the effect that there does not exist an open at least one-dimensional mapping of R" (an «-cell) onto itself. (A mapping/is said to be at least one-dimensional if for each point p of the image space, f~l{p) is at least one-dimensional.) This "result" of Rozanskaya is contradicted by an example of such a mapping defined over R3 based on Theorem I or immediately by such a mapping defined over j?2 by Theorem III of this paper. (The proof of Theorem III is not given in full detail but if the proof of Theorem I is understood the argument for Theorem III is easy to see.) From Theorem I, and without further recourse to the proof of Theorem I, it is fairly easy (using spiralling techniques, for example) to prove a theorem similar to Theorem I for the 2-sphere and from the theorem for the 2-sphere by similar techniques to show a monotone interior onedimensional mapping of R3 onto R3 and hence of Rp onto R", p>2. Apparently as an immediate corollary of her result above (which it is), Rozanskaya in [8] also asserts that there does not exist an open mapping of R? onto R" for p<q. The question of the existence of such a mapping remains unsettled. In a separate paper, I shall show the existence of an open mapping from Rv (p>2) onto a space of infinite dimension. The methods of proof, however, do not seem to lead to a technique for showing an open mapping of R" onto Ri for p <q.
In order to demonstrate I (or II) it is sufficient to show the existence of a continuous, i.e. both upper and lower semi-continuous, collection G of mutually exclusive compact continua filling up the plane (or in the case of II a one-dimensional continuous curve in the plane) such that G with respect to its elements as points is topologically equivalent to the plane.
It will be understood that the terms "link" and "chain" will be used in this paper in their usual sense with the added convention that every link of a chain will be the sum of the elements of a finite collection of mutually exclusive 2-cells and that if a 2-cell of such a collection of one link intersects a 2-cell of such a collection of another link (of the same or of some other chain) their intersection is the sum of a finite collection of mutually exclusive 2-cells. The "link diameter" of a chain will be the largest number which is the diameter of some link of the chain. If C is a simple chain, a subchain of C is a simple chain whose links are links of C. A chain will be said to be "linkwise connected" if each link of the chain is connected. A chain which is not linkwise connected will be said to be "non-linkwise connected."
If Fis a collection of point sets, let Y* denote the sum of the elements of Y.
Definition. An A -chain will be a linkwise connected simple chain the sum of whose links does not separate the plane.
Definition. A F-chain will be a non-linkwise connected simple chain B such that the collection of all components of links of B is an A -chain A with the further property that A contains three sub-^4-chains no two of which have a link in common and, for any end link b of B, each of which contains a link which is a subset of b.
Definition.
The terms a-set and j3-set will denote point sets which can be considered to be the sums of the links of an A -chain and a F-chain respectively and it will be understood that the statement that a (or ß) is an a-set (or jS-set) implies the existence of a particular A -chain A (or F-chain B) of which a (or ß) is the sum of the links.
Consider a F-chain B and an A -chain A B whose links are the components of the links of B. Let ABi, Abz, and ABZ denote three sub-^4-chains of AB, each of ABi and ABd having an end link in common with AB, all three of which contain links in both end links of B, and no two of which have any link in common. Let the chains ABi and Abz be known as "fundamental end A -chains" of B and the corresponding sets a$i and a^ be "fundamental end a-sets" of ß. Let chain AB2 be known as a "fundamental central A -chain" of B and the corresponding set a.$2 be a "fundamental central a-set" of ß (with respect to AB\ and AB3). It will be understood that if two chains are fundamental end A -chains of a F-chain, then a fundamental central A -chain of this F-chain exists and conversely.
Definition. A 7-set will be a point set 7 such that (1) 7 is the sum of three particular /3-sets /3i, ß2, and /33 plus those points separated from infinity by ßi+ßt+ßi, (2) jâi-iSa.^ does not exist, and (3) j3,-/3y (*, j = l, 2, 3, i*j) is a fundamental end a-set of each of the sets ß, and ßj. Let j3i, ßz, and /33 be called "fundamental /3-sets" of 7, the three fundamental end a-sets of the various ßk which are ßi-ß2, pV/33, and pYft be called "fundamental end a-sets" of 7, and let three fundamental central a-sets of the various ßk with respect to the end a-sets just mentioned be called "fundamental central a-sets" of 7. Let the corresponding F-chains and A -chains be called "fundamental F-chains" and "fundamental end or central A -chains" of 7.
If Cz is a set of a-sets (or /3-sets), let CÍ be a set of A -chains (or F-chains) in one-to-one correspondence with Cz in such a way that every element of d is the sum of the links of the corresponding element of C'¡. Definition.
If x is a chain, a chain y (or a point set z) lying in x is said to be straight with respect to x if for any link w of x the common part of y* (or z) and w is connected.
A PP-septet is a set IF of seven collections E, E', F, F', G, G', and H such that (1) G' is a collection of F-chains and G is a collection of /3-sets with a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of G' and of G, each element of G being the sum of the links of the corresponding element of G';
(2) F' is a collection of A -chains and F is a collection of a-sets with a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of F' and of F, each element of F being the sum of the links of the corresponding element of F'; (3) E' is a collection of A -chains and F is a collection of a-sets with a oneto-one correspondence between the elements of E' and of E, each element of E being the sum of the links of the corresponding element of E' ; (4) H is a locally finite minimal collection of 7-sets covering the plane; (5) Each element of II contains exactly three elements of G which are fundamental /3-sets of it and each element of G is contained in exactly two elements of H; (6) F is a minimal collection of mutually exclusive a-sets with every element of G containing exactly two elements of F which are fundamental end a-sets of such element and every element of H containing exactly three elements of F which are fundamental end a-sets of such element; (7) £ is a minimal collection of a-sets such that every element of E is contained in exactly one element of G and is a fundamental central a-set of such element (with respect to the contained elements of F') ; The FLA implies I. Consider the collection G of compact continua such that in order that x should belong to G it is necessary and sufficient that x be the common part of a sequence hx,\, hx,2, hx,z, • ■ ■ where for each i, hx.i is an element of Hi and Ax,,+i is contained in hxj and must therefore contain points of every link of some element /' of F/ such that /' is contained in hxj. Then 67 covers the plane (see, for example, Theorem 78 of Chap. 1 of [6] ) and no element of G separates the plane. No two distinct elements of G intersect, for if y and z, elements of G, had a point in common, then corresponding elements of hy,i, hy,2, ■ • ■ and hz,i, A2,2, • • ■ would have the same point in common. For any i, if two elements hVli and hzj of Hi intersect and hy,i+i and ke,i+i elements of Hi+i are continua in hyj and A2,¿ respectively, no point of either one is more than 3/(20 + 2i) from the other, which statement implies that no two distinct elements of G intersect. Similarly, for any element y of G, no point of any element of Hi containing y is at a distance of more than 3/(20 + 2i) from y. With condition 4 of FLA, this statement implies that G is both upper and lower semi-continuous as the sum of all elements of Hi containing y can be thought of as containing a neighborhood of y. But if G is an upper semi-continuous collection of mutually exclusive compact continua filling up the plane and no element of G separates the plane, then by the well known theorem of R. L. Moore [7] , G with respect to its elements as points is topologically equivalent to the plane.
The FLB implies II by an analogous argument except that a collection G' is to be considered for the purposes of the argument where G' is the collection of boundaries of elements of G. G in this case will be an upper semi-continuous collection but will not be lower semi-continuous, G' will be a continuous collection, i.e. both upper and lower semi-continuous, G will fill up the plane, and G and G' with respect to their elements as points will be topologically equivalent to each other.
Proof of FLA and FLB. An argument will be given for FLA, with modifications of the argument indicated at the conclusion to establish FLB. Suppose the existence of Wi. It is desired to show the existence of Wi+i. In order to show the existence of Wi a somewhat similar but much simpler argument can be given. The essential structure of such an argument will be given at the conclusion of the argument for Wi+i. We can consider the collection Hi to cover the plane by means of overlapping triangular type 2-cells whose "sides" are the contained /3-sets of 67,-, whose "vertices" are the contained a-sets of Fi, and whose interiors, i.e. non overlapped portions, are the 7-sets of Hi minus in each case the three contained /3-sets of 67,-. But from a consideration of a locally finite covering C of the plane by triangles plus their interiors such that two elements of C intersect in a vertex of both, an edge of both, or not at all, it is clear that there exists a simple sequence p of all the 7-sets of Hi such that for no n does the sum of the first n elements of p separate the plane and for each n is such sum connected. Let the sum of the first n elements of p be denoted by pn.
Let Wi," denote a collection of subcollections of Wi (F¿,» etc.) such that in order that an element of a collection of W, should belong to the corresponding collection of Wi,n it is necessary and sufficient that it should be in pn. We shall understand that by Wz, for any set z of subscripts, is meant a set of seven collections (Ez etc.) satisfying properties similar to those of a PF-septet, except possibly for condition 4, and such additional properties as may be specified at the introduction of the set Wz. If Hz of Wz is any finite collection such that H* is connected and does not separate the plane, we let uz,a denote the collection of elements of Fz containing points of the boundary of H* and coz,p denote the collection of elements of Gz containing points of the boundary of Hf not in co*,".
Suppose the existence of a finite collection Wi+i,n such that (1) with respect to the elements of Wi,n and the set H*" the collection PF,+i," satisfies all applicable properties of FLA (some of which are detailed below) ; (2) H*+lH is connected, lies in pn, and does not separate S; (3) if p is a point of the closure of p"-w* n,ß, p is contained in an element of Hi+i,n; (4) no element of w,+i,","or oj,+i,niJ3 contains points of two of the elements of w;,"j, such points not being in w*,",a; (5) every element x belonging to Fj'+i.m or F/+i" is of link diameter less than 1/(20 + 2(^+1)) and no point belonging to any element of -ff»+i,n containing x is at a distance of as much as l/(10 + (i+l)) from x*', (6) if yli, A2 and ^43 denote the elements of F¡'B in an element of £T¿," containing x*, then for some one A¡ of the Ai each link of A¡ contains a link of x, and if C is a component of the intersection of x* and a link of A¡, x* -C is not connected or C contains an end link of x in the interior of such link of A¡; (7) no component of the common part of the boundary of H*+in (a simple closed curve) and any link of any element of F<," is a subset of the boundary of such link, and (8) if two elements bi and b2 of G,+i," intersect in a set oi, then the closure of bi -ai and the closure of b2 -ai do not intersect. We desire to show that there exists a collection Wi+i,n+i which has comparable properties with respect to Wi,n+i-The existence of Wi+i,i follows by a simplified version of the same argument.
The collection Ui,n.ß forms a cyclic (not necessarily simple cyclic) chain with respect to its elements as links which preserves order on the simple closed curve which is the boundary of pn. The intersection of any two successive links is an element of co¿,n,". But the (w + l)st element p'n+i of p intersects p" either in two successive elements of «¿,",3, in exactly one element of o)i,n,a, or in exactly one element of w,-,n,f3. The existence of W,-+i,"+i for the first (and most involved) of these three cases will be shown. In a simple manner, i.e., by the addition of two chains or one chain of F-chains in a natural way, either of the others cases can be reduced, in effect, to the first. Considered on their own merits these latter cases admit simpler arguments.
Let /3i and ß2 denote the two elements of w«,n,js contained in p¡¡+1. Let j3i-/32 be a2. Let ai denote the element of F¿ in ßi distinct from a2, let a3 denote the element of F¿ in /32 distinct from a2, and let /33 denote the third element of Gi in p'n+1. Let A¡ be the element of F/ corresponding to a¡ as an element of F¿. There exist two finite sets (a) /i, ft, • • • ,fm of linkwise connected simple chains of link diameter less than 1/(100 +10i) and (b) <f>i, <pz, • • ■ , <t>m of point sets with, for each A, <pk the sum of the links of fk such that (1) <£i lies in w*",0 and covers that portion of the boundary of iT*+i," which lies in the closure of /3i+/32-(ai+a3), (2) <f>i contains no point of H*+i," not in the closure of S -H*+i,n (note: <£i and the links of /i do not intersect the links of chains of E'i+i,n, F¿+i,", or G'i+i," in 2-cells which forms an exception to the stated understanding), It is sufficient to show that there exists an extension Wi+i,n,i of PF,+i," preserving the basic properties of Wi+i,n in which iA+i,r>,i covers the closure of d>i~<Pi-<t>2-</>i-(ai+a3), and to show how an extension Wi+i,n,z covering the closure of <bi+<b2-<b2<pz -</>i-<A2(ai+a3) and satisfying the basic properties of Wi+i,n can be defined from TFt+i,n,i in a way which is clearly sufficient to imply the existence of such successive extensions from <pj to <pj+i and therefore to imply the existence of Wi+i,n+i-In each case the notion of an extension is to be considered to imply the carrying over of all elements of the collections of the collection to be extended and to preserve all applicable properties indicated in the assumptions on TFt+i," and earlier extensions.
Consider a chain a>Ai,n,/î of elements of un+i,",ß each containing a point of <pi such that Wi+i.n.g -w<*i,",3 is connected, no element of 0}i+i,n,ß not in o}'i+i,n,ß intersects /3i+/33-(ai+a3), and the end elements of w'+i,n,ß lie in «i and a3 respectively. Consider the maximal arc /' of the boundary of w¿*i,n,3 which lies in 0i and intersects every element of coi+i,",s. Along t' in the order from ai to a3 there exists a simple chain T' of subarcs t[ ,t{ , ■ • ■ , t0' of t', each link of which is the component of the intersection of t' and an element of a'i+i,nj which contains a point in an element of G,-+i,n not in any element of F»+i,". Each two successive elements of T' have an arc in common. But there exists a set F of mutually exclusive A -chains A t2, ■ ■ ■ , tg in the interior of (pi, straight in A> whose links are subsets of the links of A such that for each element of T' there is exactly one element of F the sum of whose links intersects exactly those links of A as such element of T' and all links of A\, ^42, or A3, and which has the property that on no link of A ls an element r of F separated from its corresponding element of T' by any element of F corresponding to an element of T' following t in the order from ti to tg. For all k<g there must also exist sets lA of mutually exclusive A -chains A.i, h,s, • * •, Í*,/*, each straight in A whose links are subsets of the links of/i such that (1) for each z, the sum of the links of tk,z intersects every link of Ai, A2, or A3, is in the interior of (pi, and Ai is tk, tkjk is tk+i, (2) on any link of f\, A« separates Ap from Ar only if q is between p and r and (3) for some g' with 1 <g'<g, every element tkfV of Uk with y<g' is such that t*,y intersects the same links of A as t*,y+i except for the last link of A ln the order from ai to a3 intersected by t*,y+i and with g>y>g', tk,y is such that t*,y intersects the same links of /i as t*,y~i except for the first link in the order from ai to a3 intersected by t*,y-i. But then there must exist two collections of /3-sets, the one such that each element contains as fundamental end a-sets t*y and tf,y+i for all possible y and z and lies on and between such sets on A joining the ax end of t*y to the a3 end of t*,y+\, and the other such that each element contains as fundamental end a-sets one element /*" and one element u of w¡+i,»,a for which tz is an element of F corresponding to an element of T' lying in an element of o)i+i,n,ß which contains u as the first of its two elements of 03i+i,n,a in the order from ai to a3 for all possible t*y and u. Any /3-set of these collections is to intersect no link of A not intersected by one of the fundamental end a-sets of such /3-set. In this manner there exists an extension Wi+i,n,\1 of W,-+i.» to cover part of (pi. Of the collection of a-sets used, any element is seen to be close to all points of the 7-sets containing it because it lies close to some element of £¿+i," in w*+i,",(3 and along A It will be understood that extensions of fF.+i.n.Xi to be defined in </>i will be set up by the introduction of ordered sets of mutually exclusive Achains each A -chain of each set being a straight subchain of A such that each of these sets corresponds to the collection ooi+i,n,\l¡a of all elements of w,-+i,",Xi,a in 4>i in number and order of elements and that each new set will have the previously indicated separation properties on the links of A-Each element of each set is also to have the property that the sum of its links intersects every link of Ai, A2, or ^43.
We desire to show the existence of an extension J4A+i,n,i in which every element of i/;+i,n,i not in iA+i.n.Xi is in (pi and in which every element of coi+i,",i," in (pi is in (pi-(b2 and contains points of the end link of A in «1 or the end link of A in az and points of every link of A i or every link of 43. To accomplish this we require that some element of u'i+i,",i,a contain points of every link of A so that the transition on the set a>f+i,B,i,« from those elements containing points of the end link of A in ai t° those elements containing points of the end link of A in a3 can be effected. We select one element s of u'i+i^,^,,, in a2 as a transition element for the construction and consider a set Í2' of mutually exclusive A -chains corresponding to the set w'<+i.n,x,,a such that for each element r of o)'i+i,n,\i,a distinct from s there is exactly one element r' of Í2' the sum of whose links intersects all links of A intersected by r* and exactly one additional link which is on the Ai side of r on the chain A if and only if r precedes s on wJ+i,*Ai.<« in tne natural order from Ai to Az, and is on the A3 side of r on A if and only if r follows 5 on wi+i,»,Xi,a in the natural order from ^4i to ^43. Corresponding to s there is an element s' of W the sum of whose links intersects all links of A intersected by 5 and in addition one link on the Ai side of 5 and one link on the ^43 side of s.
There exist two collections of /3-sets one joining, in effect, successive elements of the collection Í2 of a-sets corresponding to the collection fi' of Achains and the other joining an element of ß and the corresponding element of íú'i+i^.Xi.a or an element of Í2 and the element of u»í+i,,,,x,,« following its corresponding element (if any exists) by means of which an extension Wi+i,n,\2 may be obtained. It is clear that by reapplication of the technique just used the extension Wi+i,n,i can be obtained.
But by use of a similar ordered set of mutually exclusive A -chains in 4>z-(pz in one-to-one correspondence with the set (o'i+i,n,i,a and thus also the set cai+i.n^.a where each chain of the new set has the property that the sum of its links intersects exactly the same links of A as the corresponding element in Ui+i,n,i,a, it is clearly possible to define an extension l4A+i,",2 and by reapplication of such ideas to define an extension from Wi+i,",e to Wi+i,n,e+i as was to be shown. We have then demonstrated the existence of Wi+i,n+i given W,-+i,". The proof of FLA is now complete.
Consider the set wi+i,n,/9 of the elements of (oi+i,",ß in the interior of a2 and the set u'i+i,n,a of elements of w1+1,n,a in coi*i,",,9. Every element of o¡'i+i,n,a contains points of bi and of b2. Let t be an element of o>'i+i,n,ß such that, in a2 -iî*+i,"-a2, Y is accessible from a point of an element of F,+i,n in t. There exists an extension l4A+i,n,x of Wi+i,n satisfying the properties of W,-+i,B in which exactly two new 7-sets are added, exactly two new fundamental end a-sets are added, these lying in the sum of the links of a linkwise connected simple chain M of link diameter less than 1/(100 + 10*) lying in a2-iH*+i,n-a2) -Fand intersecting the end links of M such that one of the new F-sets contains exactly one of the new fundamental end a-sets, the other contains both of these sets, the two have a fundamental /3-set in common, and one of them contains /. F is accessible from M*.
There exist three 2-cells, 0X, 92, and 93, and three linkwise connected simple chains, C\, c2, and c3, cx and c3 of link diameter less than 1/(1000 + 100*') with An extension Wi+i,n,\' of Wi+i,",\ can be defined satisfying the properties of lF¿+i,n such that Fj+i,",x' contains exactly two elements in every Nj, no element of Ft+i,",x' separates iA+i,n,x' or intersects Nj and Nkijy^k), each element of F,+i,",x' contains points of both end links of the M¡ in which it lies, no element of Hi+i,n,\' contains points of three different sets Njv Nj2, and Nj3, and the two elements of F,+i,",x' in Np intersect every link of C\ but do not intersect A or d2.
But then there can be defined an extension W,.+ilBl/i of W,-+i,B,x' satisfying the properties of Wi+i,n such that Fi+i,n,ß contains exactly three new elements not in Fl+i,",x', all contained in Np+92+93, all containing points of both end links of Mv, no one containing any point of a link of Mp which contains a point of a link of Ci but no point of an end link of Ci, one not intersecting 93 and containing Y, the other two not intersecting any link of c2 except A and d2, co¿+i,",w does not contain the element of F¿+i,n,^ which contains Y, and 2A+i,n,n contains exactly four new elements each containing Y and each lying in Mp+92+93.
From Wi+i,n,u, the argument for FLA implies the existence of IFi+i,n+i which in turn implies FLB.
The following two theorems have now been demonstrated: Theorem I. There exists a monotone interior mapping f of the plane S onto itself with, for each s in S, f~l(s) nondegenerate.
Theorem
II. There exists a monotone interior mapping of a one-dimensional continuous curve in the plane onto the plane. The bounding elements of Hi will contain two fundamental end a-sets intersecting the boundary of M and will contain only two fundamental /3-sets instead of three.
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